LYCOMING BAFFLE SPRING COMPRESSOR
Our top quality Lycoming Baffle Spring Compressor speeds up the removal & installation of cylinder baffle springs. It eliminates the danger of broken or bent cylinder fins caused by use of screwdrivers and punches. This tool is easy to use and features 2 pivot locations for parallel and angle valve cylinders.
P/N 12-02020...........................$86.75

VALVE SPRING COMPRESSOR TOOL
This unit will work on Continental 65 thru 0300, and some 0-470’s. Lycoming 0230 & 0380, and most any cylinder with a vertical valve constructed head. It is extremely simple to use. Place Spring Compressor in drill press, and a length of wood in cylinder (to keep valve seated). Depress and remove valve stem clips, and spring. Removes valves in a minute. P/N 12-02072..........................$54.75

LYCOMING VALVE SPRING COMPRESSOR
This cast aluminum alloy valve spring compressor fits Lycoming parallel valve and angle valve horizontally opposed engines.
P/N 12-00918...........................$0.99

LYCOMING TAPPET GAUGE
Similar to Lycoming Gauge ST23, this tappet gauge is Rockwell hardened to 48-52 and precision ground to .008 and .080. This gauge is a must for professional aircraft mechanics.
P/N 12-17608...........................$28.50

EAR ISLAND REMOVAL TOOL
When substantial quantities of material have to be removed from the exhaust port, it may be necessary to also remove the island around the exhaust stud area. The ear island removal tool and pilot can be used to accomplish this without the use of power tools. P/N 12-17608...........................$119.75

MAGNETIC SHEET METAL CLAMPS
Great general purpose discs. They are excellent for arts and crafts applications that require a strong, thin disc. Just 1/16" thick, but still a sturdy disc. They are useful for packaging, and can be used to hold down a work piece. The 1/4" diameter is good for hold-downs on thick plates. The 1/2" diameter is a must for precision applications.
P/N 12-05104...........................$0.99

REAL GASKET SPRING COMPRESSOR TOOL
TCM 4-Cylinder Spring Compressor. (A good tool for PRT Installation)
05-11186 - OEM P/N 530162: (Continental A-65, C-75, C-85, C-90, C-125, C-145, O-200, O-300, GO-300)
P/N 08-13615...........................$62.75

DRILL PILOT SLEEVE & BOLT HOLE BULLET
- Every tool box should contain a set. Simply tap bullet into bolt hole requiring alignment, and tap bullet on through with proper AN Bolt Set of 5 (1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16 and 1/2"

BOLT HOLE BULLET - Every tool box should have a set. Simply tap bullet into bolt hole requiring alignment, and tap bullet on through with proper AN Bolt Set of 5 (1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16 and 1/2"

HANDY BEARING PACKER
Quickly flushes out old grease and repacks bearings with less mess. The Handy Packer works on bearings up to 3 1/2" O.D. The grease stays in the tool cavity, not on your hands. To pack a bearing, place the bearing on the piston. Press down on the cap until the old grease is forced out and the new grease shows on top of the bearing.
P/N 12-02578...........................$26.90

MAGNETIC FINGER TOOL
This snug and stretchy glove slips on your finger and turns it into a professional tool. The powerful magnet at your fingertips allows you to hold and retrieve any small metal object with precise control. Use it to easily start a variety of fasteners in tight-fitting or difficult to reach places. At work, at home, anytime your finger needs a magnetic grip on things.
P/N 12-04565...........................$9.95
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